
FREE ONLINE VIDEO EDITING SERVICES

Make great videos in your web browser for free with our pick of the best online editors. Take a look at our guide to the
best free video editing software, with or work with clips stored on Google Drive or other online service.

Here are some of the best free websites for video editing. You won't get a huge choice of tweaking tools
there's no multi-track option, for example but it's ideal for putting together stylish videos for social media. In
most cases, you upload your video clips to the website, perform the editing tasks using their toolset, and then
download the edited version of the video in its original format, or in one of the other video formats supported
by the service. You can share the video directly to social media platforms such as FB, Twitter, YouTube or via
email. What I like about Wideo is that it allows you to choose video aspect ratio such as , , and 9;16, and there
are a lot of video templates available, although most of them need to pay. But if you need to download or
share the video, you still need to register. Speaking showcase while filming. Our free online video editor is
easy to use and learn, yet versatile and comprehensive enough to accommodate projects of any scale. To
remove it, just sign in with your Google account or Facebook. You then get the opportunity to choose a video
template or start the design process from scratch. You can splice footage, adjust angles and even add music
and sound effects. No design skills needed. Although you can use it to rotate and trim video clips, paste
several pieces of video together and add titles, in our experience Kizoa works best as a way to turn a set of still
photos into something more exciting. The quality of browser-based tools varies greatly, so here we've picked
out the best program available today. It allows you use what is essentially a digital version of paper cut-outs
superimposed on colourful backgrounds. Magisto Magisto is a great online video maker that is really popular
for automatically turning what would otherwise be an everyday type video into a beautiful poignant movie and
outstanding social videos. You need to register this online platform first before editing. Magisto is a cross
platform which means you can use it on Mobile devices, tablets and web, just use the same account and you
can access your videos on all devices. Looking for a more powerful movie-making tool that you can use
offline? By using Adobe Spark to make videos online, you can stay in charge of the creative process without
breaking the bank. Most Popular Most Shared 1. Themes power transitions between slides and the motion of
elements. Since , Loopster has provided video editing software to individuals, educators and even professional
filmmakers. Movie Maker Online Movie Maker Online is an excellent editing tool, though it may take you a
short time adjusting to the page layout where you drag and drop your video, still images, and music. Take a
look at our guide to the best free video editing software , with recommended options listed as well as paid-for
software if you want some extra features.


